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mission
The University of Notre Dame Press, the largest Catholic university press in the world,
publishes academic and general interest books that engage the most enduring
questions of our time. We believe in the power of research to advance knowledge and
impact lives, and of our books to connect scholars, experts, students, and readers
in order to encourage intellectual exploration and enrich conversations on campus,
across the country, and around the world.
The Press primarily publishes in areas that align with the academic strengths of the
University of Notre Dame, including religion, theology, history, philosophy, political
science and theory, medieval studies, Irish studies, Latin American studies, and international relations. Through reviews, scholarly citations, and translations, our books
extend the reach and reputation of the University.
The University of Notre Dame Press is committed to maintaining an innovative and
sustainable publishing program that makes accessible the ideas of today’s leading
experts while fostering the next generation of scholars and thinkers. Although the
world is confronted by an increasing number of imposing challenges, our books and
authors are a powerful force for good in the world.

countering the impact of the coronavirus
At the University of Notre Dame Press, we are carefully balancing our
academic mission with financial sustainability. To counter the impacts of the
coronavirus on the Press and on the communities we serve:
• We applied for and received an NEH CARES grant, which includes funding
to expand our efforts to communicate with scholarly communities and to
increase access to our titles.
• We offered extended payment terms to support independent bookstores.
• We partnered with JSTOR to make our ebook collection free to over 1,800
participating institutions for 5 months in order to assist with the migration to
online learning and research.
• We are launching a new First-Time Authors Fund and Royalty Giveback Program.
• We have increased direct-to-consumer marketing initiatives, including:
• creating virtual conference exhibits and events to encourage new
acquisitions and sales;
• implementing a nationwide student discount program to assist students
while incentivizing direct purchases;
• extending our annual summer sale to drive online sales;
• improving online discoverability for previously published titles.

awards and honors
catholic press association
book awards, 2020

First Place, Theology
Levering, Aquinas’s Eschatological Ethics and the
Virtue of Temperance
First Place, Faithful Citizenship /
Religious Freedom
Hartman, Theology after Colonialization
Second Place, Faithful Citizenship /
Religious Freedom
Ritchie, Inclusive Populism
Second Place, Memoir
Halík, From the Underground Church to Freedom
Third Place, History
Caspers & Margry, The Miracle of Amsterdam
Honorable Mention, History
Conyngham, Soldiers of the Cross
Honorable Mention, Faith and Science
Slattery, Faith and Science at Notre Dame

foreword reviews indies, 2019
Gold, Religion
Halík, From the Underground Church to Freedom
Gold, War & Military
Matthews, Colin Powell

Finalists
Health
Hiss, Long Road from Quito
Political and Social Sciences
Schmuhl, The Glory and the Burden

choice outstanding
academic title, 2019
Solzhenitsyn, Between Two Millstones, Book 1

2020 book prize, Awarded by the
American Institute of Pakistan Studies
Tareen, Defending Muhammad
in Modernity
.

read russia prize, 2020 longlist
Solzhenitsyn, March 1917, Book 2
thomas j. lyon award for best
monograph, Honorable Mention,
Awarded by the Western Literature
Association
Nogar, Quill and Cross in the Borderlands
army historical foundation
book awards, Finalist
Matthews, Colin Powell
philip j. pauly prize, Finalist
Slattery, Faith and Science at Notre Dame
us catholic book club

Silver, War & Military
Sierakowski, Sandinistas

July 2019
Tucker, Notre Dame vs. The Klan

Silver, History
Solzhenitsyn, March 1917, Book 2

March 2020
Cutter, Death: A Reader

selected partnerships
campus partnerships
Contending Modernities
Creative Writing Program
Cushwa Center
de Nicola Center for Ethics and Culture
Devers Program in Dante Studies
Hesburgh Libraries
Institute for Advanced Study
Institute for Latino Studies
Institute for Scholarship in the Liberal Arts
Kellogg Institute

Keough-Naughton Institute for Irish Studies
Keough School of Global Affairs
Liu Institute for Asia and Asian Studies
McGrath Institute for Church Life
Medieval Institute

global partnerships
Andean Health and Development
Association for Diplomatic Studies & Training
New Chaucer Society
Vatican Observatory Foundation

selected reviews
Halík, From the Underground
Church to Freedom

Manent, Natural Law and
Human Rights

“Halík transmutes trauma into powerful
observations on the human condition and
the nature of God. . . . Poignant and profound,
From the Underground Church to Freedom is
a needed reminder that hope springs eternal
even in the face of overwhelming evil.”
—ForeWord Reviews, starred review

“The book is rich in insight, the fruit of
Manent’s decades of deep meditation on
the history of political philosophy and on the
intellectual, moral, and political predicament
of the modern world.” —Public Discourse

“Most of the book reads like a cross between
a conversion story and a thriller: a tale of
saints and books, state surveillance and
spiritual reflections, underground journals
and clandestine liturgies, secret words
exchanged between dissidents in bus stops
or whispered on Old World bridges at night.”
—Commonweal
“The most interesting, challenging, and
evocative dimension of Halík’s autobiography
is his intensely personal reflections both on
the progress and development of his own
spiritual life and the effect that the people
that he meets and the events in which he is
involved have on that development.”
—Catholic Outlook

Hart, Theological Territories

Rhodes, The Inheritance of Haunting
“This collection is a rumination on the
memories, the violence, and the acts of
liberation that live in the body across
generations of colonization, war, and
upheaval.” —Electric Literature

Solzhenitsyn, March 1917, Book 2
“This entry in the master work is satisfying
as both an engrossing patchwork of lives and
a snapshot of a moment when the people
didn’t yet know what was coming.”
—ForeWord Reviews
“Contrary to Tolstoy in War and Peace,
Solzhenitsyn means to demonstrate that,
at the decisive ‘nodal’ moments of history,
the action or inaction of a single individual
may have a decisive impact on the course of
events.” —National Review

“Hart seeks to recover something of this
freshness of the Gospel. How strange it
must have been in that dawn to hear that an
executed criminal was God, that he had been
resurrected, and that in dying and overcoming
death he had delivered all of humanity from
death’s kingdom.” —Bookforum

Taylor, Lessons from Walden

“In this scintillating compilation of essays
based on lectures . . . Hart examines the
intersection of theology with other academic
fields, including ethics, science, literature, and
biblical hermeneutics.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review

“The result is an inspiring and richly detailed
narrative that reveals the challenges that
these religious—priests along with some
brothers and sisters of Notre Dame’s
Congregation of Holy Cross—faced.”
—The Boston Pilot

“Taylor uses Henry David Thoreau as a tour
guide to reveal the threats and temptations in
the contemporary American landscape.”
—Law and Liberty

Wukovits, Soldiers of the Cloth

